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A Level Politics

Paper 1, Topic 1: Democracy and Participation

Paper 2, Topic 1: The constitution 

Paper 1, Topic 2: Political Parties

Paper 2, Topic 2: The Legislature

Structure of 

the Commons 

and the Lords

Passage of a bill

Role of MPs, peers 

and backbenchers

Structure and powers of the 

Commons and the Lords

Scrutiny of the 

executive

Paper 1, Topic 3: Electoral Systems
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Powers 
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PM

The cabinet Case studies of PMs

Special advisors Ministers and 
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Paper 1, Topic 4: Voting Behaviour

Paper 2, Topic 4: Relations 

Paper 1 Core Ideologies: Liberalism, 

Conservatism and Socialism

Study 5 key thinkers in each 

ideology

Paper 2: Non-core ideology: Feminism

Exam Focus: Paper 1 and 2

Each paper will have a choice of: 

- 2 extract questions (30 marks),

- 2 essay questions (30 marks) 

- 2 essay questions on the ideologies (24 marks).

Each paper is worth 1/3 of your total mark.
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Paper 3, Topic 1: The US constitution

Structure of the constitution

The amendment process

What federalism is, and to 
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federal system
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enhances democracy

Comparison with the 
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Exam Focus: Paper 3

Each paper will have a choice of: 

- 2 Comparison questions (12 marks),

- 3 essay questions (do 2) (30 marks each) 

And 1 compulsory comparison question (12 

marks) 

This paper is worth 1/3 of your total mark.


